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I’d like to draw our attention to begin with this morning to Romans 5. We’ll read verses 
1-5.

“1 Therefore being justified by faith, we have peace with God through our 
Lord Jesus Christ: 2 By whom also we have access by faith into this grace 
wherein we stand, and rejoice in hope of the glory of God. 3 And not only 
so, but we glory,” or rejoice, or even a stronger word, exalt, “in 
tribulations also: knowing that tribulation worketh patience; 4 And 
patience, experience; and experience, hope: 5 And hope maketh not 
ashamed; because the love of God is shed abroad in our hearts by the Holy 
Ghost which is given unto us.”

The season, of course, we’re very familiar with it, something that is part of our national 
American heritage, the Thanksgiving season. We’ll observe it Thursday, many of us with 
families and all the other stuff that goes along with it: food, feasting, football. But 
especially, our reason and motivation for assembling and often times this can get lost in 
the shuffle. When it comes to thankfulness, the danger and pitfall of it being a tradition is 
that we can, in many ways, ascribe to the trappings of it but, in essence, still really miss 
the mark. It’s common in our secular society to emphasize being thankful and really what 
ends up happening in people’s minds is that the emphasis becomes on what we’re 
thankful for but not who we’re thankful to. Now, isn’t that a tragedy? It is. That’s a 
problem because, in essence, when you really think about it, in every other aspect of life, 
especially in all of our relationships, when you’re thankful for something, you right a 
note to somebody, to that person individually and personally expressing gratitude to the 
person. When you thank somebody out of the overflowing humility of your heart, you’re 
just stopped and humbled by what somebody has done out of their sheer kindness and 
generosity to you, the focus and emphasis is on the person, that they were moved in that 
way and your heart goes back out to them. 

Well, of course, thankfulness has to be rightly focused on who we’re thankful to. The 
other thing about this, even as Christian people we might have the person who we’re 
thankful to down, but it’s interesting, biblically speaking, the emphasis on Scripture. You 
take a passage like Ephesians 5:20, it says, “In every thing give thanks.” Well, I might 
have to actually look at that real quickly. I thought it was going to come to me right off 
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the top of my head. You know how that is, you think it’s going to come and it doesn’t 
come. Like when you look at somebody and you know you know their name but it isn’t 
coming to you. Well, I think that just happened to me. Verse 20 of Ephesians 5 says, 
“Giving thanks always for all things unto God and the Father in the name of our Lord 
Jesus Christ.” 1 Thessalonians 5:18 also says something similar, “In everything give 
thanks.” Now, wait a minute, we know these verses. Some of us have learned them by 
heart but “everything?” In everything give thanks? We kind of stumble over that, don’t 
we? Or, in many cases, we just don’t stop to really dwell on it, meditate on it, but “in 
everything give thanks?” 

Well, part of the biblical theme and teaching on thankfulness is that we are thankful for 
everything and it’s interesting that in both passages I just cited to you very briefly here, is 
that there is something included there. Did you catch it? Be thankful for everything and in 
some part of the statement or verse there is something that you can’t afford to miss. What 
is it? “In Christ Jesus.” If we’re in Christ then we have a new lens with which to look at 
life and everything that happens to us. The very clear biblical model for thankfulness is 
that we’re thankful for everything but let’s be honest with ourselves: with Scripture is 
that we’re also thankful for the bad stuff. We’re thankful for trials and thankful for 
periods of suffering. 

This really is the case and we see this emphasized so clearly in the passage in Romans 5. 
He says in verse 2, “and we rejoice,” and look back with me, the last line in verse 2 and 
the first line in verse 3, “we rejoice in hope of the glory of God.” We’re like, “Yeah. 
Yeah, we’re accepted in Christ.” The whole context is justification by faith. We’re 
accepted into God’s presence as his children all because of Christ and his incredibly all-
surpassing, valuable, expensive cost of sacrificing his very own life. “Yeah, we 
understand that.”  Then in verse 3, “And not only so, but we glory,” whatever word you 
want to plug in there: we exalt; we are thankful. “We rejoice in,” what? Don’t miss it. “In 
tribulations,” trials and sufferings. 

What causes a man like the Apostle Paul to say such a thing? We know the Bible says it. 
Oftentimes we allow its full and powerful and most encouraging and reassuring meaning 
to escape us. Don’t do that today. I would like for us to go back to a passage that we 
began looking at last week and that is 2 Corinthians 4. We won’t read the whole passage 
but we will look at much of it in finishing what we looked at last week. The context here 
of 2 Corinthians: Paul, among other things, but one of the main things that Paul is 
communicating is he’s explaining why so many bad things happen to him. I won’t take 
the time to really take us through the number of places where he mentions this, but this is 
consistently a major emphasis for him. 

He explains why he suffers but there is another part of this as well, he explains how he 
suffers. He gets into his attitude and this is really the case, it gets at something here that 
really does unlock, if you will, the whole critical principle of really what being thankful 
really comes from and how we can rejoice and be thankful as genuine, blood-washed 
Christian people, followers of our Savior Christ, that we can be thankful in the midst of 
even the most excruciating circumstances. Lots of preachers, I think, refer to thankfulness 
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as this, have you heard this before, an attitude of gratitude. It has a ring to it and it really 
gets at it. It’s not just something we do once a year or once in a while but it’s an ongoing 
attitude. This is what Paul demonstrates in his own thinking and he really testifies, is an 
example, “Hey, this is how I look at it. This is why I suffer. This is my whole mindset 
and attitude about the good things as well as the bad things that happen.” His attitude and 
his mindset and what he does say here in answer to the question: Paul, what’s up with all 
the horrible, terrible, bad things that happen to you? This relates to all of us. Something 
that you’re going through today or have gone through for a number of months or even 
years, you have difficult understanding why it has to continue on this way. It seems like 
it’s even kind of zapping what’s left of the life out of you and the answer to this in Paul’s 
words, very clearly, is that it’s because of the cross. 

He explains here what the cross teaches us about suffering and it shows us, first of all, we 
looked at this, it showed us that we should be fully expectant of trials that come into our 
lives. We should not be surprised when they happen. We see this down in verse 16, he 
says, “For which cause we faint not,” this doesn’t catch us by surprise.

Number 2: this is really right at the heart of the whole passage, he gets into this in verse 
10 and 11 and 12 and what he says there is that the cross teaches us, at least to some 
degree, why sufferings have to happen to us, why trials have to come. And what’s the 
answer to that? He says in verse 10, “Always bearing about,” or carrying, “in the body 
the dying of the Lord Jesus, that the life also of Jesus might be made manifest in our 
body.” What is Paul getting at? He says these hard things happen to us, he calls them 
death but that’s the result of our fallen nature and the bad things, difficult things that do 
happen to everybody but especially God’s people and he says that those things, just as in 
the life of Jesus, his suffering and his death did what? It led to something much bigger. It 
led to this incredible overwhelming demonstration of his life and his triumph and his 
power and it would not have happened without the suffering and death. He says in the 
same way difficult things happen to us so that it will give way to greater life and growth 
and grace.

This happens in two ways: it happens as we suffer and God uses our sufferings, either 
what we give up or the difficult things that we grow through and other people see it and 
our sufferings yield greater life in those other brothers and sisters in Christ around us. We 
gave some attention to this last Sunday morning. He says this in verse 12 and I want to 
make sure we catch this: he says, “So then death worketh in us,” this is what Paul is 
talking about, himself and his fellow ministry team members. He says, “Death works in 
us,” and what comes next? “But life in you.” This is the way any kind of relationship 
works. We sacrifice, we give up, so that greater life will take root and will be manifest in 
the person in our life that we’re suffering for or the people that we’re giving up other 
things for. This is what Paul is talking about. He says this also in verse 15, he says, “All 
things,” what does he say there? Paul says, “All things are for your sakes.” What is he 
talking about? All things? All the things that he goes through and that he suffers. 

The other part of this is why we go through these things that we see in verse 16, the 
reason for suffering. The cross teaches us to know why they happen. We don’t know all 
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the particular finite reasons but there are some things we do know. Verse 16, he says, 
“For which cause we faint not; but though our outward man perish, yet the inward man is 
renewed day by day.” What is Paul saying? These things happen to us so what will 
happen? Our bodies may fall apart, in fact, inevitably they will and we’re reminded of 
that today with the followers right in front of us. Remember that as strong and vital in 
physical health and life that our sister had for everybody, it comes to an end physically. 
But even though outwardly our physical bodies will wear down and break down and 
actually wear out, yet at the same time, what does he say in verse 16? “Yet the inward 
man is renewed,” and that’s what suffering produces: an ongoing renewal, a remaking of 
us.

Let’s be honest, where the Lord knows that we need to grow deep in our spirits, that is 
the real us, who we are and how we tick and how we need to be renovated from the inside 
out, the Lord knows it will not happen to you and I without suffering. It just won’t. 
People throughout the ages of the church and the kingdom of God’s people, God does not 
use people in the lives of others without causing hard, and in many cases, excruciatingly 
difficult things to come into their living. In many cases, it shakes them to their very core, 
doesn’t it? That’s the only way that the life of Jesus is able to grow and blossom. We 
could give all kinds of examples of this.

That is where we’ve been and the next thing that we want to consider, our last three 
points here, is if this is the case, Paul says in verse 11, “we are delivered unto death.” Do 
you see that there? Right there in verse 11 of 2 Corinthians 4, “we are delivered unto 
death for Jesus’ sake.” Now, we’re called to suffer and if we suffer for Jesus’ sake, what 
does that really look like? Not everybody who has bad things happen to them come out 
for the better on the other side. Do you know what I mean? Some people become worse 
not better; they become bitter; they respond in a bitter kind of anger to those around them 
as well as to the God that they blame it on. 

Well, how is it that we are to receive suffering? If it’s that important, if it’s really part of 
just us living out the gospel, what gospel centered living really means, if it’s part of that 
then how are we to do it? What does the cross teach us about how we suffer? First of all, 
the cross teaches us to suffer enduringly, that is, to not suffer impatiently. Look with me 
in verse 17. Paul says, “For our light affliction, which is but for a moment.” Interesting: 
he says light affliction. This is a guy that had experienced every imaginable kind of trial, 
right? He came near death many, many times: he was stoned, left for dead; he was 
washed ashore in three shipwrecks. That doesn’t sound light to you, does it? 

Understand, we’re getting right into Paul’s very personal perspective about suffering and 
life. He says, “For our light affliction, which is but for a moment, worketh for us a far 
more exceeding and eternal weight of glory.” Paul is alluding to the reality to the big 
picture of sufferings in the life of a person. Yes, things get hard, they press upon you and 
they actually make you wonder and question whether you’re going to make it, whether 
you’re going to last and actually survive this time of such pressure upon you. An example 
of this is Elizabeth Elliot. We gave a little bit of reference to her last week but in another 
sense, Elizabeth Elliot, many of us are familiar with her. She actually lost not just one 
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husband, Jim, to the hands of the Huaorani Indians in 1956 but later on, after she had 
remarried, she lost her next husband and she had a number of times, including those 
losses, that she was just overwhelmed with grief. She actually wondered how in the world 
it could be any worse.

There seems to be something about people that go through kind of a recurring trial in that 
way. Many of us know Virginia Anderson among us and she also lost two husbands. 
There seems to be as far as what happens inside the human heart, almost a cumulative 
effect, that it’s difficult the first time but it’s even far more difficult the second time. 
There were times that she just didn’t think she was going to make it; she didn’t think 
she’d hold together emotionally, psychologically and physically. There were times that 
she’d wake up in the morning, she writes this in one or more of her books, and she’d be 
surprised that she lived to see another day. She just didn’t think she’d make it much 
longer. She even says to the Lord on one occasion, “God, you’d better hit me again. I’m 
still breathing.” It almost sounds irreverent but Elizabeth Elliot is just being honest. She 
truly felt in her spirit that it was just too difficult to continue.

The truth is, let’s really see this for what it is: Paul writes in a way where he says, “Look, 
I can’t promise you that the bad things that may happen to you, that they won’t get – to 
quantify them – to say that they won’t get any worse than this,” if you know what I mean. 
As if we can quantify it in a way that, “Okay, it’ll get bad but it won’t get any worse than 
these particular ways.” And Paul says and what he holds up for great counsel for all 
Christian people is the cross. The very event of the crucifixion of Jesus Christ itself is 
held up for us to give great exhortation, great instruction but even more than that, great 
counsel. Imagine, many people when they go through deep and dark times of trial, they 
do ask questions. It’s normal. They say, “Hey, I don’t understand why this has to happen. 
This is terrible. Why did God have to allow all of this?” 

A great, helpful reminder to all of this is to take ourselves back to what happened when 
Jesus was indeed on that cross. You think about Jesus’ closest followers, the people that 
really had believed on him and they were tested a number of times as far as whether they 
would just continue and persevere and really be convinced and continue to follow him 
even when he said terribly difficult things for them to comprehend and understand. And 
they stuck it out but where did it get them? They are there, many of them, are there at the 
cross and for many of them, the spectacle of seeing the one they believed to be the 
promised one, the Son of God, they couldn’t bear it anymore. They weren’t there at the 
cross. 

It was too much for them and imagine the questions that they, indeed, did ask. Right? We 
tend to focus on this, especially Good Friday and Easter season and oftentimes we don’t 
focus on it enough the rest of the year: what were those people around that cross really 
thinking? We can draw inferences clearly from the likes of Peter and the others. They’re 
like, “Hey, this was the greatest man who ever lived and he had the calling and the power 
and the capacity to deal with evil in the world and the curse that is upon all of humanity. 
He had a way of reversing that.” Then they look up at him on the cross and they were 
like, “Well, what possible good could come of this now? The greatest person to ever live 
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and the worst possible thing has now happened to him.” And they would have been, I’m 
sure, they did ask, “How can God bring any good out of this?”

And yet, what’s the truth? If you’re with me today as a fellow believer, what’s the truth 
about that spectacle? The greatest possible human event in all of the history of the world 
was the crucifixion of that man on that Roman cross. The greatest act of redemption, the 
wisest plan and decree ever enacted was that most horrible of all human tragedies.

God has given us a great deal. He has given us this whole book, a big volume, written 
through different men, written by God, many different angles and as John wrote, there’s 
poetry in this book, there is a history of the origin of humankind. There is so much here 
and really the whole book is all about giving us and opening up our understanding to this 
one single act of unjust suffering. Right? It’s the case. The whole book. The centerpiece 
of the entire Bible is what? Jesus and him crucified. From cover to cover, there are either 
these intimations, this foreshadowing of who he was going to be, what he was going to do 
or if not, just a full blown portrayal and exposition of really what it all means. This book 
explains and expounds on his suffering, therefore, hear me out on this: if it explains his 
suffering, it explains our suffering too. It is the case. It’s deep. That thought is expansive 
but it is the case.

So, the exhortation to us is don’t be like those people around the cross. Where they just 
turned their heads away and said, “Oh, how could God turn any of this out for good?” I 
mean, that’s what they said and we probably would have done the same thing. But now, 
when the hard things happen to us, don’t be like that. He went before us to show why he 
did suffer and in doing so, and especially as we hear out the full exposition of why the 
cross happened and what it means for us as followers of him and followers of the cross, 
this bears weight and it sheds great light.

If you’re dealing with something in an excruciating time of pressure in your life and you 
just don’t know if you are going to make it, and the temptation is to say, “God can’t bring 
anything good out of this,” or we might say this, we might put limits on God’s 
sovereignty. We might say, “If he allows this to go on any further, it won’t be for any 
good.” People say this. You’ve said it. I’m sure I’ve said it too and the truth is, don’t be 
that way because when somebody says that, “God can’t bring any good out of it,” think 
about that. It isn’t true. If he turned out the most glorious and most incredible good out of 
the worst and the greatest and most despicable act of human wickedness throughout the 
history of the world, then he can take the likes of your squeezing and your suffering as 
well. It isn’t true. He can and he did it on the cross and that means most assuredly, that he 
can bring his ultimate good out of your suffering, your loss, your grief, the ongoing 
agonizing kind of conflict that may be taking place between you and another person or a 
family member. 

The cross and let’s digest this: the cross helps us to be patient, to step back and say, 
“Wait, okay, if I had been at the foot of the cross, if I just step back and say, Wait, we’ll 
see what Sunday brings.” Right? It helps us to step back and to wait it out and to say, 
“Hey, there are many other things to say about this but the bottom line point here is to 
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wait and see what God will do with it.” The question is not if God can’t do anything with 
this. No, not at all. The question is how God will turn it out for our good.

First of all, the cross teaches us to suffer enduringly, or to not suffer impatiently. Number 
2, it actually is number 4, look with me in verse 9. It’s the point or the cross teaches us to 
not suffer with inordinate guilt or to not misunderstand our suffering. Verse 9 says, Paul 
says, “We’re persecuted, but not forsaken.” That word is “abandoned.” Yeah, bad things 
happen to us but we’re not abandoned, he says. Now, in actuality for a lot of us and let’s 
be honest with ourselves, with each other, sometimes hard things happen to us and they 
do come as kind of a wake-up call to correct me. Right? Not all things that happen to us 
whether it’s prolonged illness or whatever the case may be, is something that doesn’t 
have it’s root or at least in some way, God does intend to use it to chasten us, to get us 
back on the path, the straight path of fellowship with him and faithfulness to him. Those 
things do happen. 

For us as parents, a lot of us are or have been parents, the work of parenting young 
children. I think many of you can relate with this kind of tension with how we discipline. 
If our children do something wrong or in many cases, where they deliberately go against 
us and they disobey, how is it that we’re supposed to respond? As a gracious, just kind of 
mother or father. The temptation oftentimes is, especially if what the child did was to 
bring great embarrassment or shame upon us maybe in front of other people, the 
temptation is to just come down crashingly hard and almost to be vengeful, to be so 
appalled that our dignity was offended. But the truth is, we all know that that’s not the 
right way to do it. Right? Most of us know what it’s like when we actually do that, when 
we retaliate as parents to our children and we just let them have it. Right? Let’s be 
honest, I know I’ve done that. Never a good thing. Shouldn’t do it. When you’ve 
parented that way, it is so critically important that you learn from that and you turn from 
it.

Now, let’s be very careful to know that God is a parent for us and as his beloved children, 
he never does that. When he allows bad things to happen to us, even out of his 
chastening, let’s be very, very clear: he is not punishing us. You’re like, “What?” Then it 
gets really fuzzy in our heads, “Well, what’s the difference between chastening and 
punishing?” Everything. He’s not punishing the sin that we’ve committed against him. 
He already did that. He punished that sin of dishonesty or runaway lustful thoughts or 
whatever the case may be for you, he punished that sin upon his Son. He already took out 
his wrath upon our very own Savior on the cross.

When hard things happen, when the kind of trial and suffering that takes place in a 
believer’s life where we just feel like it’s never going to end and we wonder if there is 
any possible way through it, there’s going to be a light on the other end of the tunnel, and 
we tend to think what? What’s the temptation? This is really what Paul alludes to in verse 
9, is the fact that God has left us, he’s forsaken us. And especially when we can trace a 
particular kind of suffering or trial to bad decisions that we made or really neglecting 
God’s leading and guiding in our lives, when we can really tell, “Hey, I blew it,” and God 
convicts our heart about this and if the trial is severe, we tend to think, “Oh, that’s it.” We 
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get swallowed up with this inordinate guilt and we’re like, “Oh, God has just given up on 
me. There is no way to make it right again.” The truth is what? Whatever sin you’ve 
committed, it is not possible for it may be sin that you may be chastened for but 
oftentimes it’s really hard to know. And if I’m asked this kind of question, do you think 
this bad thing happened to me because I did thus and so in the past, oftentimes, how do 
we know for sure? God knows but how do we know. But even if it is chastening, we can 
never be abandoned for that sin. No way possible and the truth is what? Somebody was 
abandoned for that sin. Matthew 27:46, our Savior, he went to the cross for that same sin. 
He went to take your sins upon himself and when he did, he cried out that the Father had, 
indeed, abandoned him. He abandoned him for your crimes and your sin and your 
waywardness completely against him and a disregard for the laws of God and his 
holiness. He abandoned his Son for your sin.

Now, the question that has to be asked before we go any further: have you come to the 
point that you’ve lifted the eyes of your heart upon him, upon Jesus as the one who was 
abandoned by his Father for your sake? It’s not enough to just call yourself a Christian; 
it’s not enough to just come to church. Have you come and recognized that regardless of 
the sufferings that you may be going through because of sin, have you come to put your 
full faith upon what Jesus underwent on the cross, how he bore the entirety of God’s 
wrath for you? Have you come to embrace that and accept and fully believe with all your 
heart that he did it for you and because of that, you faced no more punishment for your 
sin? That’s what it means to really know Christ by faith and to be a child of God. The 
truth is, the Father abandoned Jesus and that means he will never abandon you if you are 
in him.

Lastly, number 5, the cross teaches us to not suffer bitterly or with a kind of what we 
might say, self-righteous anger. Look with me in verse 16, he says, “For which cause we 
faint not,” that is, we don’t give up hope. Think about this with me: is it okay that when 
you go through something difficult, especially when it is a kind of life changing grief or 
loss, is it okay to be angry with suffering? You don’t have to answer out loud, but what 
do you think? We have biblical examples of people that did. Job 1:20-22 it actually says 
that when this terrible measure of loss happened to Job, he lost his children and he fell 
down and he tears his clothes and he mourns but he mourns in a kind of violent kind of 
manner. He goes on to describe this and then at the end of this description it says, “In all 
this, Job,” you know this, “In all this Job did,” what? “He sinned not.”

It is entirely possible, it’s common, to actually respond with anger at some of the hard 
things that will happen to us but when somebody responds in the kind of anger where 
they actually say out to God, “How dare you let this happen to me.” Or something like 
this: something happens where you lose something or somebody and you essentially say 
to God, “Hey, I had all this planned and what you allowed to happen, you ruined it.” 
People think and say those kinds of things to God. They really do and that is a kind of 
bitter response to suffering and the cross, let’s be very clear, the cross teaches us to not 
do that. 
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The cross teaches us to hang in there, as we mentioned there, to suffer enduringly and not 
impatiently but it also teaches us to pay very careful attention to what God reveals to us 
in the midst of our suffering. You can also turn with me to chapter 12 of 2 Corinthians, 
verse 7. A passage about suffering from 2 Corinthians just has to culminate in this 
passage. It wouldn’t seem right to avoid this passage. Paul has been talking throughout 
these chapters about his own suffering and it’s interesting, he also talks about the 
abundance of God’s blessings in his life. In verse 7, he talks about both. He says, “And 
lest I should be exalted above measure through the abundance of the revelations, there 
was given to me a thorn in the flesh.” What do we call the thorn in the flesh? People want 
to know specifically what the thorn was. We have no idea. We do not know. Paul was 
very content and the Lord was too, to not tell us but it was suffering. It was.

Paul says, “He gave me a thorn in the flesh, the messenger of Satan to buffet me,” that is, 
to hit me and give me a hard time, “lest I should be exalted above measure.” Verse 8 
says, “For this thing I besought the Lord thrice,” three times, “that it might depart from 
me. And he said unto me, My grace is sufficient for thee: for my strength is made perfect 
in weakness. Most gladly therefore,” Paul says this now, “most gladly therefore will I 
rather glory in my infirmities, that the power of Christ may rest upon me.” If you look 
back up with me in verse 7, Paul says, “Hey, I’d really like for you to cause this suffering 
to come to an end.” Again, people want to know what the thorn was, right? The bigger 
question is why does Paul call it a thorn? Right? That really is the bigger issue. Where do 
thorns come from? They come from Genesis 3, a direct result of the fall. Everything else 
among other things, there were these thorns that sprouted up and they represent all of the 
curse in the world, the brokenness in our own lives and everybody else’s. They sum up or 
they give allusion to what is wrong in the world. The truth is, everything breaks down, 
your bodies and mine. 

It’s so easy to be annoyed with that new pain that pops up. Right? This morning I had this 
jabbing kind of pain in my hip and I’m like, “Oh no. What is it now?” But that’s a thorn, 
right? It’s another thorn and the truth is, it is an important reminder to us that everything 
breaks down: our bodies, our relationships with each other at some point or another they 
break down even if our closest relationships stay intact the truth is, sooner or later, as 
we’re reminded even today that one or both people and eventually both people, die. 
Those physical relationships in the human physical realm do come to an end.

In just a week or two, we’ll be singing this wonderful Christmas song. We bring it out 
every year and I often wonder why we don’t sing it throughout the year as well, but this 
song by Isaac Watts where he sings about that great time in the future when the King will 
completely reverse the curse. I’m not talking about the Red Sox, right? Not at all but his 
words and you know them well,

“No more let sins and sorrows grow,
Nor thorns infest the ground.
He comes to make his blessings flow,
Far as the curse is found.”
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Thorns are suffering or they’re part of the curse of suffering that all of the human race 
experiences and what we’ve got to remember, and this was Paul’s perspective, I’m sure 
of it, even as he asked, he says, “Lord, will you take it away?” And the Lord says what? 
He says, “No. Not going to.” What was the reason? And Paul gives the reason very 
specifically, he says what? I’m going to paraphrase a bit, God says to Paul, “No, I’m not 
going to take it away because I want you to know and learn and tell everybody else that I 
am enough for you. My grace is sufficient. The overcoming power of Christ’s crucifixion 
and his resurrection and his ascension and exaltation. Christ for you is enough. It’s more 
than enough.” 

That’s what God was revealing to Paul. “My grace is so sufficient,” and this is so much 
what God wants to teach us and he reminds us of this through the cross.  We won’t know, 
the truth is, I don’t want to mislead people, we won’t know all the reasons why terrible 
things happen to us. Right? You can agree with that, you can say Amen to that. We won’t 
know all the reasons until heaven but we know what the reason isn’t. The reason isn’t 
that he doesn’t love us or that he’s given up on us or that he’s abandoned us. In fact, it’s a 
sign that he is producing something so much more valuable and enduring, our hearts for 
him, our undying faithfulness and identity with Christ. The well-known missionary to 
India, Amy Carmichael, said it this way, she said: “He suffered,” that is, our Savior, “he 
suffered not that we might not suffer but that when we suffer we might become like him.”

Let’s all close in prayer.

Our Father, we do thank you today. Oftentimes we can use that word all too glibly but 
we do thank you, Father, for what you have done through your Son. Lord, to rescue us 
from your wrath and most of all to make us your very own, Lord, to enable us to know 
and enjoy your presence and to bask in your glory not just now but forever. And Father, 
we thank you today for the hard things that you send into our living that show us all the 
more the power of your grace and our union with your Son. Father, help us to be so 
instructed today that we are thankful for those things, for those pressures and for those 
trials. Father, we ask that as we look to you today, as we close our service, may our 
hearts be truly, even as we’ve sung earlier, that our hearts would be full of redeemed 
thanksgiving to our one and only God and our Savior the Lord Jesus. We pray this in 
Jesus’ name. Amen.
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